
Disclaimer

You assume all responsibility and risk for use of the services provided by Jonathan
MacCaul. In no event shall Jonathan MacCaul or its owners, employees or affiliates be
liable for any damages arising out of or in any way connected with your use of, delay in
using, or inability to use the services.

You assume all responsibilities and obligations with respect to any decisions, advice,
conclusions or recommendations made or given as a result of the use of the services,
including without limitation any decision made or action taken by you in reliance on any
Jonathan MacCaul’s products or services. You assume all responsibility and risk for use
of the services. There is no guarantee that you will achieve any particular results using
the techniques and ideas provided in connection with the services.

All information provided in connection with the services is intended for educational and
inspirational purposes only, for a general audience, and not as specific advice intended
for an individual or business. None of the information provided in connection with the
services shall be construed to constitute medical, psychological, financial, legal, or other
professional advice. We urge you to consult with an appropriate licensed professional if
you seek any such advice.

Jonathan MacCaul is not a licensed psychologist or specialist healthcare professional.
Our services offered do not replace the care of psychologists or other healthcare
professionals.

Please note that Jonathan MacCaul cannot take any responsibility for the results of your
actions, and any harm or damage you suffer as a result of the use, or non-use of the
information available [on this website/material]. Please use judgment and conduct due
diligence before taking any action or implementing any plan or practice suggested or
recommended [on this website/material].

Jonathan MacCaul does not make any guarantees about the results of the information
applied [on this website/material]. Jonathan MacCaul shares educational and
informational resources that are intended to help you succeed. You nevertheless need
to know that your ultimate success or failure will be the result of your own efforts, your
particular situation, and innumerable other circumstances beyond Jonathan MacCaul’s
knowledge and control.


